2018+ JEEP WRANGLER JL
SRC SIDE ARMOR w/ STEPS

The Jeep Wrangler may have been given a makeover but the new JL maintains all the ruggedness and fun as its predecessors. Trust in Smittybilt to follow suit, as the classic SRC side step has been upgraded to complement the new JL while retaining its off-road DNA. Smittybilt's new SRC Side Armor with Step offers the same heavy duty manufacturing and wheel-to-wheel protection as before, but it now features three secure mounting points (instead of two), a sleek and modern light textured finish and a cool pinch weld plate with a laser-cut Smittybilt logo.

- Heavy duty 2-inch .120 steel wall tubing with sleek, modern, light textured finish
- One-piece design that acts as both step and side protection at the same time
- Three secure mounting points, bolts on to vehicle without any drilling or modifications
- Dual girder system provides wheel-to-wheel protection for sides and under-section
- Decorative pinch weld plate with a laser-cut Smittybilt logo

Sold in pairs

PART DESCRIPTION
77634  SRC Side Armor w/ Steps - Jeep JL Wrangler 4 Dr